Refer students from your chapter to select Source Code STUDENTRECRUIT during the online join, rejoin, or renewal process* for the chapter to be eligible for the prize. If they have an issue they can contact studentnetwork@isporn.org and a staff member will help them. Be sure that the individual has your University name as their Organization name.

**Campaign Runs:** March 15 to May 15, 2020.

[Join] [Rejoin] [Renew]

*Note: Membership fee must be paid to be eligible.

**TESTIMONIAL:**
“The ISPOR Student Network provides an environment where students can benefit from a variety of professional, educational and networking opportunities which can help accelerate their career growth.”

- **Aakash B. Gandhi, PhD Candidate**, ISPOR Student Network Chair (2019-2020), University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA
STUDENT MEMBER RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN

Prizes:
ISPOR will provide cash prizes to the top chapter from the 3 tiers below. The tiers are based on chapter sizes provided during the Annual Report.

Tier 1 Chapter Size:
<10 starting members | 1st Place: $150 USD

Tier 2 Chapter Size:
11-25 starting members | 1st Place: $150 USD

Tier 3 Chapter Size:
25+ starting members | 1st Place: $150 USD

Student Member Benefits:
Global Scientific Meetings
Networking
Career Development
Publications
Knowledge Products and Online Tools
Contribute to the Science
Educational and Training Programs
Awards and Recognition

TESTIMONIAL:
“The overarching vision of our ISPOR Student Network is to foster an environment where students can grow, connect, learn, and have fun!”
-Zeba M. Khan, RPh, PhD, ISPOR Student Network Advisor, Celgene Corporation, Summit, NJ, USA